AGENDA
Human Relations Commission Meeting
Location: DeKalb Police Department
700 W. Lincoln Highway
Second Floor Training Room
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
July 7, 2020
6:30 p.m.
Having reached Phase 4 of the State of Illinois reopening plan, the HRC July 7th
regularly scheduled meeting will be held at 6:30 pm in the Training Room of the
City of DeKalb Police Department. Community attendees will have seating set-up
for social distancing and be required to wear face masks. The Commission will
not be using any remote technologies to link to the meeting. If you would like to
make a public comment but will not be available on the day of the meeting please
send an e-mail to Jason.Blumenthal@cityofdekalb.com by 4 P.M. on July 7th and
those comments will be given to the commission.
A.

Roll Call

B.

Approval of Agenda – Additions/Deletions

C.

Approval of Minutes – June 16, 2020 Special Meeting

D.

Public Participation

E.

Old Business
1. Police-Community Relations/Building a Better Community
i. Review of Community Recommendations
ii. HRC Recommendations

F.

New Business
1. None

G.

Adjournment

For questions regarding this agenda, please contact Jason Blumenthal at 815-748-2396 or
jason.blumenthal@cityofdekalb.com.

MINUTES
CITY OF DEKALB
Human Relations Commission
June 16, 2020
The Human Relations Committee (HRC) held a regular meeting on June 16, 2020, in the Second
Floor Training Room at the DeKalb Police Department.
Chair Larry Apperson called the meeting to order at 6:06 p.m.
Deanna Cada from the DeKalb County Mental Health Board was the facilitator of the Zoom feature
for this meeting.
A.

ROLL CALL

The following members of the HRC were present: Larry Apperson (Chair), David Barrow, Nadine
Franklin, Joe Gastiger, Norden Gilbert, and Lisa King.
Members absent were: Tyrus Wright.
Other City officials/staff present: Mayor Jerry Smith, Alderman Carolyn Morris, Alderman Scott
McAdams, Alderman Tony Faivre, City Manager Bill Nicklas, Acting Police Chief Bob Redel,
Community Services Coordinator Joanne Rouse, Commander Craig Woodruff, Commander Jason
Leverton, Management Analyst Jason Blumenthal, and Management Intern Adam Grubbs.
B.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA – ADDITIONS / DELETIONS

Motion to approve the agenda was made by Mr. Gilbert and seconded by Mr. Gastiger. Motion
was approved by a unanimous voice vote.
C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Motion to approve the minutes of March 3, 2020 was made by Mr. Gastiger and seconded by
Ms. King. Minutes were approved by a unanimous voice vote.
D.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Chair Apperson called for public comment and stated that anyone who would like to speak will
have the chance to.
The first member of the public to speak was Maurice McDavid. Mr. McDavid said that he
appreciated the ability to join the conversation. He is hopeful that this will be more than a
conversation. He wants to make sure we are being active. There needs to be a standing and active
citizen police relations advisory board separate from the police department. He wants an
opportunity to see the diversity reflected where decisions are being made. He is proud of his former
students protesting. There needs to be diverse voices and experiences at the table. Citizens need to
be a part of the problem-solving process. There has been mistrust in government for awhile, but
he is hopeful that we can build trust.
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Next to speak was Sasha Cohen. Mr. Cohen said that simple reform is not the answer. There needs
to be a rebuild of our system from the ground up. We should replace Police Officers with Social
Workers.
Mr. Mark Charvat brought up finding a new police chief. He talked about continuing the interview
panels that have consisted of members of the public to interview for the new police chief. He liked
the idea of giving more power to the people for hiring the new permanent Police Chief. He hopes
the recommendations of this meeting will go to the City Council. City Manager Bill Nicklas noted
that they have been trying to recruit a new Police Chief since John Petragallo retired. The City was
planning to have the citizen interview panels, but COVID-19 has stopped the hiring process.
Ms. Dory Berg said she does not want to see helpless people tortured by police officers. No room
for tasing, or choking, this is a crime against humanity. As a town we need to work together to
solve these problems. We are not Nazi Germany.
Ms. Amber said she went to some of the protests. She said she has seen changes in the last 15
years. She asked some of the protesters what are their suggestions. Some of the protesters told
Amber they wanted to suggest the implementation of an oversight Citizen Review Committee, to
reallocate funds and provide emotional response training, to have law enforcement and city
manager meetings monthly, non-lethal training for police, monthly psychological checks, bias
training, be more proactive about finding open positions to push diversity, not hiring police officers
with past excessive force complaints. This brings on battery and murder to residents. Be proactive
and not hire officers with past excessive force complaints. Hire top candidates. It starts with the
officers we are bringing in.
Ms. Sarah Slavenas started with the suspension of Officer Weese. She talked about the training he
had to enroll in due to the choking incident. She continued by saying that the chokehold was
unnecessary and it left Elonte McDowell unconscious. She found out through FOIA that if Sargent
Weese finished the training, his suspension would be reduced by 5 days. She wanted to know if
these days were shaved off. If so, why are they being misled. She hoped through the HRC that
these questions can be answered. She wanted to know if the police commission did an investigation
or which party determined the 30-day suspension for Officer Weese, why he got the minimum
punishment he could have received, and why he was not fired. She does not think a man who used
unnecessary deadly force should still be working for the Police Department. She is worried how
this Police Officer will react with residents with disabilities or other concerns. She does not think
police have the proper training.
Mr. Gavin Jackson echoed what Sarah said. He said that the City of DeKalb and DeKalb County
are not doing their job. He is disheartened to know killer cops continue to be on the Police force.
He said that it is ridiculous the amount of money police officers are paid.
Ms. Shrestha Singh and Reverend Eric said that this time has a lot of opportunities. Ms. Singh
stated police reform cannot wait. Even though there are some reforms, there are still problems with
police brutality. She wonders what the alternatives could be. The City of San Francisco is replacing
police officers with trained social workers to respond to nonviolent calls. She talked about creating
safety and security in our community. We need to be proactive to do this. She talked about the
money for Community Development and CDBG funds. We are spending roughly ten times the
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amount on Police. Public Safety is different from Police, and resources should be allocated in
different ways. Reverend Eric said how we spend the budget shows what we value. The budget
shows us what we value. Instead of all these categories falling under the police, can these
operations be reallocated into different departments. With a process of reprioritizing where the
funds in the general fund go. Reimagine how to structure the budget based on serving our
community, especially the most vulnerable.
Ms. Shirley Lassiter wanted to raise awareness for Kela Moss. Kela Moss is a woman who lived
in DeKalb County that was in an abusive relationship and did not get the help she needed. She said
it was the type of situation where it was “kill or be killed”. Kela Moss killed her abuser, she turned
herself in at the DeKalb Police Department, she was arrested in 2016, and is still incarcerated. Ms.
Lassiter wanted to raise awareness to get Moss’ charges dropped from murder to manslaughter.
Rev. Linda Slabon shared a report from 2019 that promotes and protects civil rights. She thinks
we can learn from them. It is from the Citizen’s Community Council, and it speaks on citizens
having direct power with leadership. She also noted that psychological and trauma screenings
should be required for officers regularly.
Ms. Amber came back and asked if police will commit to the policy of not hiring officers that have
had complaints with excessive force because there are officers with past excessive force
complaints. We have seen how police sweep complaints under the rug. She asked how the officer
got past this process if it is in place, and she wanted to make sure she emphasized recruitment and
training.
Mr. Peter Gerlach wrote a letter in which he spoke to the commission and the public. The letter
noted that American policing is a racist system. African American officers are conditioned to be
biased against black people. Another large problem with the policing system is the continued
militarization of the police. We should focus more on de-escalation and non-lethal tactics. There
should be no use of excessive force, the officer who performed the chokehold should be fired
immediately. Police should wear Police uniforms, not body armor. We also need to get the cops
out of school. He also added that DeKalb police officers do not need to carry tactical weapons and
do not need to carry the amount of ammunition they do. We need to get rid of the us vs. them
mindset. More officers should be on foot and get to know the community instead of just policing
it.
Ms. Jen wanted to talk about public safety, and how there should be zero tolerance for excessive
force. This should be a policy. Also, before hiring new officers, they should check into their
previous employment.
Mr. Tom proposes that there could be an unarmed partner trained in human relations to help take
care of the situation if it is a nonviolent call. There need to be measures of supervision and keeping
each other accountable.
Mr. Steve Kapitan asked about police collective bargaining and if there are in policies in there
about this. He also said Governor Pritzker might introduce licensing officers, or individual liability
insurance.
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Mr. Peter Lindsay said he has been hearing a lot about reimagining the police. If police are
committed to prevention instead of solving crimes, the police department should be getting smaller
and not larger.
Ms. Anna Wilhelmi said that we need to address the hiring policy. It is not ok to harass people for
small violations. Police need to be a part of building community trust. She thinks it would be
valuable to have a tracking system to see where, when, and who the police are stopping and why.
She does not think the problem is a lack of training, she believes the problem is in the individual
person.
Ms. Jessica Lyon does not want to speak about the police. She wants to talk about having the
community hire the Police Chief and revising the hiring process. She says there should be
education for everyone, including the City Council. We need to assure accountability. DeKalb, IL
has double the poverty rate of the entire country. We need to think about poverty when solving
problems. We need to reallocate resources to help the black community.
Ms. Bessie Kronopolus said it is great to see everyone coming together. HRC has a long history
of civil rights advocacy. She strongly suggests that the public and commission look at past minutes
to look for solutions. She said that policies and practices need to be put into place to resolve these
issues, and we as residents need to assure that this happens by staying involved. We cannot be lazy
anymore. We should not be trying to reinvent the wheel, let us look at what has been working, and
what we can utilize, or create new initiatives to foster trust and change.
Ms. Slavenas wanted to speak again, She said there should be a consideration that none of the other
officers were punished in the Elonte McDowell case. She spoke of the George Floyd incident and
how Officer Daniel Chauvin was fired. The other police officers involved were disciplined. She
suggests policy makers need to consider how to fund police liabilities, residents should not have
to do that.
Mr. Tom wanted to speak again. He said when job offers open for police, military receive
preference. He thinks this should be abolished because a soldier has a different mentality and
different skills than a police officer should have.
Mr. Mark Charvat wanted to speak again, He mentioned the police chief is present and some city
council members. He wanted to hear comments from the police chief, the mayor, and the city
council members.
Acting Chief Redel stated they are trying to work with the community as best they can and trying
to keep everybody safe. There have been points that have been brought up he has not thought
about. He will think more about this going forward to make this a better community for its
residents, and to make DeKalb a better city.
Chair Apperson said before closing the public comment portion, the public can still send
recommendations to City Hall or the Police Department. He asked for comments to be as specific
as possible. He wants to use recommendations that are clear, and he thanked everyone that was
involved in the Zoom meeting and public participation. He hopes that we can make this a model
city for police and citizen relations. We will now go into old business.
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Management Analyst Blumenthal told the public that they can send recommendations to his email
at Jason.Blumenthal@cityofdekalb.com.
E.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

Police-Community Relations/Building a Better Community
Mr. Gastiger started by thanking the new Police Chief. He said the Police have been doing
a great job with the protesters. Police have been taking a lot of verbal abuse and they have
been practicing a lot of restraint. He referenced the video with the looting and stated having
the Rev. Joe Mitchell talk to the looters was a great idea. He said the City should try to
start a database of excessive force violations. This is not currently in existence. He also
wanted to create a policy stating that DeKalb Police prohibit police maneuvers that block
oxygen and the use of excessive force, no use of federal programs that militarize police,
require counseling services, better education, better mental health services, healthier police
officers, and to keep officers accountable.
Ms. King wanted to thank the members of the community for the suggestions. A lot of
these ideas and notions are covered now because of the media. It is important to reiterate
that police officers have training, racial bias training, culture competency. Officers need to
know who they are serving. It needs to be a budget priority to have regular training. There
needs to be a public shared value. Officers need to get to know the community. The first
interaction a resident of DeKalb should have with the police should be a positive encounter.
When officers have a heightened encounter, they need to take a pause. Officers should
meet with social workers. We need to have younger people be more involved with the
police and get them to know each other.
Mr. Gilbert talked about Campaign Zero recommendations. He said it would be interesting
to know what extent the DeKalb Police Department matches the recommendations.
Recommendations that are being made should line up with best practices from 2020.
Mr. Barrow thanked Deanna for moderating. He said a police department that succeeds
should get smaller and not larger. He talked about reallocation of funds to services as
opposed to policing. The best police department would be able to reallocate the maximum
amount of funds to fix the root problems that create police calls. The police use a lot of the
budget, so how can we relocate funds to make the police department more effective. This
could redefine what a police officer is, adding different professional, unarmed officers.
Mr. Gastiger noted from Mr. Barrow that Police are doing a lot of tedious jobs that should
not necessarily be done by them. Ms. King mentioned the small amount being spent in
community development compared to the police. Mr. Barrow and Ms. King pointed out
that there is an imbalance in spending. Ms. King continued saying that a lot of the training
is dependent on funding the City does not have. There needs to be way for a better balance.
Mr. Barrow talked about having a professional body chosen by the community to oversee
actions. Ms. Franklin said that she supports what has been said, but more needs to be done.
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Many of these solutions are only band aids. If someone files a report, it needs to go to the
end. There needs to be accountability, and there needs to be answers given.
Mr. Gastiger said that he wanted to pass on the tenents of Campaign Zero to City Council.
He wanted these tenents approved. Mr. Gastiger moved to pass the Campaign Zero Tenants
to be sent to City Council. Chair Apperson said he wants to get all recommendations
together and then vote on them. Mr. Gastiger disagreed, saying he wanted to pass
something that night to show they have acted. Management Analyst Blumenthal said there
is a motion on the floor by Mr. Gastiger. Mr. Barrow seconded the motion to pass the
Campaign Zero tenents. Mr. Barrow said he liked the idea of submitting something so the
City Council can consider recommendations from the HRC. Mr. Gastiger withdrew his
motion. Chair Apperson said he has 10 suggestions made, and some from John Rey. Chair
Apperson suggested we go over what we have in writing, then approve the
recommendations. Chair Apperson stated the Commission can leave here tonight with
concrete recommendations.
Ms. King was concerned that they would not have all the recommendations of public by
the next Council meeting. She wants to include the information from the community. She
suggests that they should submit the recommendations from both the commission and
public at the same time. Mr. Barrow said they should make a recommendation for Council
to watch this video.
City Manager Bill Nicklas thanks the commission. He stated that the community is in the
middle of an experience we have not seen since the 60’s. We have an opportunity to get
some lasting improvements. There will be a townhall meeting on Thursday, June 18, for
more recommendations. Manager Nicklas wants to start making change, but also wants to
have a comprehensive list of suggestions before the City Council. He suggested to wait for
two weeks, and to create a stronger list. He said this is an important topic to take seriously.
We need to have a lot of conversations?
Mr. Gastiger talked about creating a Citizen Advisory Board. He sees that things need time,
but actions need to be taken. At the very least, he wants a press release saying that they do
not condone excessive force. Manager Nicklas talked about the affirmative action and
intervention policies they have when at the scene of a crime. Our Commanders and Chiefs
are all in support for action being taken. Mr. Gastiger said if this already exists than this is
alright. Chair Apperson said that if these things already exist why do residents not know
about these, why are we keeping these from residents.
Mr. Nicklas said by the July 13th COW meeting we will get all the recommendations
together and go forward with action then. Ms. King agreed that she wants to not just do it
and get it over with, but to do it, to take time doing it, and do the best job we can to finding
a solution. She wants to take all suggestions and then prioritize them. Manager Nicklas
said that everyone needs to weight into this decision. This way all the facts come out.
Mr. Gastiger said if you have been following the feed, the people want us to act tonight.
Mr. Barrow confirmed he had been watching the live feed, and that he sees the need to act,
but also that we need to consider all actions before going forward. Chair Apperson said
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that they want to collect all recommendations, and to have a complete list of suggestions
and recommendations, and at the July 7th meeting they will review them, and then pass
them on for approval to the City Council.
Chair Apperson said everyone’s recommendation will be reviewed, we just need a more
complete list. He wants to still consider the recommendations that will be submitted in
writing. Then July 7th, they will vote on the recommendations to pass to city council.
Chair Apperson said he is very appreciative that the public joined for the Zoom meeting.
They have accomplished what they wanted to tonight. They have some recommendations,
they want to receive more, and then once there is a comprehensive list, the Commission
would vote on it.
Ms. Meade said that action needs to be taken now. Chair Apperson confirmed they want to
wait for a complete list. Ms. Meade reaffirmed that action needs to be made tonight. Chair
Apperson said he sincerely appreciates that; we are going to consider all recommendations.
He reaffirmed that they would wait for the rest of the community for recommendations to
make a final recommendation.
Chair Apperson said we need to be inclusive going forward with all the recommendations.
He thanked everyone for participating, and we will have recommendations soon.
F.

NEW BUSINESS

None.
G.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 8:59 p.m. Motion by Mr. Gilbert, seconded by Mr. Barrow. Motion
approved by a unanimous voice vote.

*PLEASE NOTE* That in addition to these minutes are all public comments that were
submitted to the HRC for public comment. This includes the chat feature of the Zoom
meeting, as well the link to the video of the HRC meeting at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K572sFy5hxM&t=1s.
_____________________________________________
Jason Blumenthal, Management Analyst
Minutes approved by the Human Relations Commission on:
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HRC Categorization of DeKalb Community Input on
Improving Police and Community Relationships
This document compiled by the Human Relations Committee (HRC) lists: 1.
All the recommendations stated at the DeKalb County Community Forums on
June 4 and June 25, 2020; HRC Special Meeting on June 16, 2020; Black
Lives Matter Town hall Meeting on June 18, 2020; the June 22, 2020 City of
DeKalb Committee of the Whole Meeting; and the Black Lives Matter Lists of
Demands reported in the June 25, 2020 Daily Chronicle and 2. All those
recommendations that were received in a written format.
The HRC Recommendations to the City of DeKalb are attached to this listing
of community recommendations.
Note: The HRC categories were selected by first grouping similar themed
recommendations together and then selecting a title that encompassed all the similarly
grouped recommendations. Category titles also tried to incorporate some words from
nationally reported categories. This was done to allow for anyone to search the main title
words and locate more information on the category title topic.
Note: The HRC regrets any errors in accurately reflecting the verbal recommendations as
they were turned into written ones.

Mental Health Personnel to Respond to Non-violent Calls
1. Have Social Workers go to non-violent calls.
2. Decriminalization of mental illnesses.(taking those with mental illness,
charging and jailing vs mental health treatment & care.)
3. Armed officers should be partnered with an unarmed individual
(community professional) when respond to a call where there is a
danger of violence.
4. Replace officers with social workers as first responders for non-violent
mental health, drug, and domestic cases. Police response should only be
considered as a last resort.
5. The City and Police Dept. review how to add mental health and social
workers as on-call professionals to assist police in responding to
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domestic disputes and those with mental or emotional disabilities. It is
recommended that the DeKalb County Mental Health and other local
mental health agencies be consulted.

Transfer of Dollars to Increase Support of Social Services
1. More social services
2. Increased social services.
3. Find ways to divest from policing and instead make meaningful
investments into health care, education and counseling services.
4. The system should be rebuild from the ground up by dismantling the
municipal police and start over (3 similar)
5. Cut the police department’s budget by 50% and put it into community
services.
6. Re-allocating funds to more social services specialized in areas of abuse,
rape, drug abuse, and adolescence, etc. will relieve some of the burden
on police as the catch all responders.
7. Defund does not mean unfund, but allocate to services to help police
and citizens.
8. Cut the Police Department’s Patrol Division’s Budget by 50% and divert
those funds to hiring social workers, providing de-escalation training
for officers and social workers, investing in the DeKalb County
Community Mental Health Board, and the Annie Glidden North
Revitalization Project.
9. Do not gut the programs from the police department that contribute to
the quality of life in the community.
10.Support initiatives that are in partnership with other community
institutions.

Limit Use of Force/De-militarization of Police/Increase
Community Policing
Limit Use of Force
1. Ban use of excessive force
2. Prohibit police maneuvers that restrict the flow of blood or oxygen to
the brain, and treat the use of excessive force as a federal civil rights
violation.
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3. Adopt the rules for police that are a part of the Justice in Policing Act of
2020 (choke hold use, dashboard & body camera use, national registry
that tracks officers with records of misconduct, end the use of no-knock
warrants in drug cases, ban racial profiling, require training, make
lynching a federal hate crime, end qualified immunity for officers
personally liable for constitutional violations such as excessive force and
require state and local law enforcement agencies to report use of force
data by race, sex, disability status, religion and age).(2)
4. An increased amount of transparency of the police force.
5. Continue the review of the Police Department Policies and Procedures
with a diverse citizen’s committee to identify those that may allow or
result in discriminatory actions or excessive use of force.
6. Mandatory, public reports for any time an officer unholsters a
weapon, lethal or less lethal, as well as any use of force, which includes
justification for the action.
7. There must be no tolerance of excessive force; to this end, Jeffery Weese
should be immediately terminated. (1) Press charges against and fire
Sgt. Jeffery Weese for the use of an illegal chokehold without severance
pay.(1)
8. Look into hiring police with non-traditional police backgrounds.
9. Possibly licensing police officers.
10.Implement mandatory dash-cam and body cameras for officers.
11.All officers in DeKalb must have full body camera coverage (on) any
and every time they interact with citizens, and must immediately be
indicted and terminated in the event they tamper with, disable, or
obstruct the camera (view).
12.Police need to be mandated to report any police use of force and be
required to intervene if a fellow officer is applying excessive force.
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13. Mandatory, public reports for any case that requires or received
medical treatment as a result of an arrest, unless the arrested
individual requests that information remains private.
14. Require police, or any other party aiding in de-escalation, to exhaust all
other alternatives of de-escalation, starting from least to most invasive,
before firing any weapon.
15. Any officer who uses, or has a past history of using excessive force needs
to be indicted and fired without severance pay.
16.Retroactive firing of police officers with records.
17. Any officer who uses, or has a past history of using a chokehold needs to
be indicted and fired without severance pay.
18. Any officer who does not intervene and de-escalate police use of
excessive force must be indicted and fired without severance pay.
19. Require police to present a clear and understood warning before
firing any weapon.
20. Ban the City of DeKalb (or its police) from working, or
collaborating in any way, with Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE).

Demilitarization
1. Change the police culture from one of the “Warrior Mindset” to that
of a “Guardian Mindset”
2. Prohibit the use of no-knock warrants
3. Withdraw from any federal programs that provide military equipment
to law enforcement.(2)
4. Make police less paramilitary.
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5. The police should divest themselves of all military type weapons.
6. Police should carry less ammunition.
7. Issuing 6-shot, .38 caliber revolvers to police, banning reloads and
back-up guns would both lessen the officers’ natural tendency to regard
the available massive firepower as a main component of their
occupation and would present a far less hostile and threatening image
to the public ….
8. No additional points for hiring in regard to military experience.
9. Resource officers removed from schools.
10.Police need to be banned from any school that serves children under
18 years of age.
11.The City enact prohibitions against police use of military grade
equipment in response to peaceful demonstrations/protests. This
prohibition to include use of grenade launchers, bayonets, tear gas,
pepper spray, rubber bullets, skip fire rounds, and concussion sound
devices.
12.Police should wear police uniforms, not military-style BDUs.
13.Body armor (protective vests) should be warn under the uniform to
avoid the appearance of hostility or aggression.
14.Changing the name of the Police Headquarters to something not as
intimidating.

Move to a more community-based policing strategy
1. Move to Fuller Use of Community Policing (Guardian culture, etc.)
2. Require police officers to live in the community they serve.
3. Police should be out walking a beat more often with less use of the
police vehicle.(2)
4. More officers participating in events in non-uniform.
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Independent Investigations & Prosecutions
1. Hold police accountable for their actions by ending the qualified
immunity doctrine that prevents law enforcement officers from being
held accountable when they violate the law.
2. Hold police accountable for what they do and treat them the same as
civilians. No slap on the wrists.
3. Support the National Justice in Policing Act 2020. (re: Indp. Invest.)
4. Prosecute officers privately, under a state’s attorney subcontract, to
prevent people who work with the police from prosecuting the police.
(likely means use of non-DeKalb County State’s Attorney office)

Training
1. Continue Cultural competency training for City Staff and Police/Fire
Personnel.
2. Education and training on implicit bias.(3)
3. The city to require de-escalation training (2).
4. Continue training of officers in philosophy and techniques of antiracism, human rights and respect.
5. A review of the State of Illinois Police Training Academy that details
each training component including the diversity and de-escalation
training. Lobby appropriate state authorities to make changes, if
necessary.
6. Current and future officers must complete crisis intervention training
and de-escalation training.
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Community Oversight & Representation
1. A standing citizen advisory board on citizen and police interaction and
relations.
2. Public input into the hiring of the new police chief and quickly.
3. Database of photographs and a system of all police officers so the
community can identify them.
4. Not allow the Mayor to pick people for committees.
5. Continue local practice of independent investigation and review of
policing discipline matters and keep the Fire and Police Commission as
a local appeal board for such matters.
6. More diversity reflected in the decision-making room.
7. Have equal opportunities for minorities to become officers.
8. Rebuild community trust with police.
9. Look into hiring (for police force, those) with non-traditional police
backgrounds.
10.Possibly licensing police officers.
11.Publish all complaints filed against officers.(2)

End of Police Involvement in Creating Revenue or Costing
Cities for their Violations of Constitutional Rights.
1. End For-Profit Policing (refer to Campaign Zero for further info.)
2. End the Cash Bail System. (at County Jail and locally)
3. Settlements of use of force should come from police pensions as
opposed to through taxpayer’s (funds).
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4. Requiring officers to have their own liability insurance.
5. Take fines from the police department and put it in the community.
6. Revisit the NIU/DeKalb Co-policing agreement. Work on specificity of
liability claims that leave the city open for liability. (payments)

Investment in Social Services, Recreational, Housingleases, Economic Improvement for Those in Poverty
Conditions, Jobs, Education, etc.
1. Reallocation of funds to root problems of poverty, education, and topics
that solve the problems of crime.
2. Spending more money on preventative measures to minimize the police
force.
3. Restructure the allocation of the money throughout the city and
reimagine how a different set up could serve the community.
4. Community members are losing possible hires due to DeKalb having a
stigma that it is a racist community.
5. The poverty level is how we should allocate resources.
6. Implement a common lease.
7. The City of DeKalb will partner with the DeKalb Tenant Association to
establish and enforce a common lease.
8. Demo 912 Edgebrook Housing
9. Demo Campus Cinema and turn it into a community center (1) or food
center (1).
10.More parks in the AGN area.
11.Rent Control
12.Build more affordable housing
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Police Contract Changes
1. Extensive vetting of officer and not allowing (hiring individuals with)
any excessive force background.
2. Get rid of any clause for the deletion of records after three years in the
collective bargaining agreement.
3. Consequences for actions individuals (police) take.
4. Mayor will re-open police contract regarding firing officers.
5. Monthly psych exams for officers.
6. Recruits should have a psych and trauma evaluation. Then have a
support system in place for police during their tenure.
7. More vigorous temperament screening.
8. The law MUST apply police too, there MUST be appropriate justice for
their victims.
10.Hold police accountable for their actions by ending the “qualified
immunity” doctrine that prevents law enforcement officers from
being held accountable when they violate the law.
11.Review the Police/City Union Contract to determine if there are
sections that shield abusive officers from public accountability. If such
clauses are identified, to work in negotiations to eliminate these
clauses.
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Statements of Concern & Others
The following statements either stated a general concern without indicating a
specific recommendation or were unclear in the wording/intent and/or could
be a part of every recommendation.
Consequently, these statements were not able to be placed under one of the
above categories. However, several state important issues that are worthy of
addressing as a community.
1. Distrust of police by the black community.
(Yes, a fact that could apply to the entire category recommendations.
If most of recs. under all categories implemented, then the distrust
likely be reduced.)
2. We need to not have a quick solution. We need a permanent solution.
(Amen!)
3. Needs to be taken more seriously.
(Unfortunately, not specific to an action, but all recommendations
need to be taken very seriously!)
4. Address the white supremacy groups in the area.
(Yes, an issue. Benefit from knowing how this individual believes this
issue could be addressed.)
5. Sentencing is whole another issue. (Unequal sentencing of POC.)

